
Community Service Committee Meeting, 9/29/2010 

Habitat for Humanity 
-This past weekend, Habitat went to a Conference at Syracuse University 
 -Be sure to get Union approval next time, so they are aware and can take action if anything goes 
wrong while on trip. Also they may be willing to fund trip 
 -At the Conference, Habitat learned of a fundraiser called flocking. Buying Flamingos, or some 
other lawn marker, and placing them on someone’s lawn. H4H then asks donation for removal, and 
further donation if they want to revenge flock someone else. There is a fundraiser in the works. 
- There is a plan to sell Chocolate. 
-There is a plan to have a Halloween Bake sale, sweets, treats, and decorations. 
- There is a plan to work on the Union game room tiles 
 
APO 

-Activities of the Past two weeks 
- Midnight Clean-up during Rush 
-Community Gardens 
-Senior Conference at HVCC. Taught seniors how to turn up the volume on their phones and 

how to send and receive text. 
-Sanctuary 

-Upcoming Activities: 
 -McCully Senior Center in Albany 
- Blood Drive success 
-Food Bank 
-Humane Society Event 
-Chapter Service work, inventory 
 
Notes from Cynthia 

-Service Accomplishments list 
 -Outstanding reports due for 2009-2010 by October 15th. 

-If any group believes they have a project that is outstanding or out of the ordinary for their 
group, let Cynthia know she may be able to nominate it for awards 
-Community Service day 
 -The date will be October 30th. 
 -We need to start advertising for it soon 
 -All clubs should provide one of two people to be leaders for the event. These people will be 
positioned at the sites to overlook, guide etc, those helping. 
 -Neighborhood clean-up. 
-Transportation 
 - There might be an opportunity for Weekend transportation. 
 -Each group should put together their weekend transportation needs, both regular and 
incidental, how flexible you can be, how many people involved, and a range of times. 
 -Give this information to Cynthia by October 13th. 
 

 
 


